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Overshooting Technology’s Limits: Elon Musk’s Visions of Conquering the Universe. “10,000
Square Miles of Solar Panels Could Power the Entire U.S.”

By John Klar, November 30, 2023

The  accomplishments  of  human  technology  are  genuinely  astounding.  However,
anthropogenic ingenuity’s limits – and potential harms – are abundantly evident. These
dangerous realities do not daunt Elon Musk and NASA, who promise to use technology to
solve worldly ills of energy and pollution (by burning energy, and polluting).

The  Media’s  Fatal  Compromises.  The  Practice  of  “Embedding”:  “Undisguised  Effort  to
Control  What  War  Correspondents  See  and  Hear”:  Patrick  Lawrence

By Patrick Lawrence, November 30, 2023

The  practice  of  “embedding,”  which  requires  correspondents  to  report  in  war  and  conflict
zones as part of a given military unit, struck me as a repellent compromise with power as
soon as American media began accepting this unacceptable practice. It is an undisguised
effort  to  control  what  correspondents  see  and  hear,  and  so  what  they  write  or  broadcast,
and so what their readers, listeners and viewers think.

Netanyahu’s Insistence on the Continuation of the War. “Will the War Get Out of Control”:
Interview with Dr. Ahmad Alderzi

By Dr. Ahmad Alderzi and Steven Sahiounie, November 30, 2023

The events in Gaza and Israel have captured the world’s attention. With so many factors and
moving parts to the situation, it is necessary to take a step back and look at the whole
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Pentagon Blames Somalian Pirates for Attempted Vessel Seizure

By Abayomi Azikiwe, November 30, 2023

An escalation in military engagements have been occurring in the Gulf of Aden as several
vessels connected with the State of Israel and its supporters are being targeted by the
Yemen resistance force of the Ansar Allah. See this.

National  Citizens  Inquiry  Commissioners  Report:  Inquiry  Into  the  Appropriateness  and
Efficacy of the COVID-19 Response in Canada

By National Citizen’s Inquiry, November 30, 2023

On Tuesday, November 28, 2023, the National Citizens Inquiry (NCI) released the final report
of its months-long investigation into Canada’s response to COVID-19. This report follows the
September 14 release of an interim report focused on the regulatory approval process and
safety of COVID-19 vaccines.

How F-16s for Kiev Regime Could Spark Wider NATO-Russia War

By Drago Bosnic, November 30, 2023

For  months,  the  Neo-Nazi  junta  has  been  preparing  to  receive  US-made  F-16  fighter  jets
from  its  NATO  overlords,  including  by  repurposing  civilian  airfields  and  infrastructure  for
military  use.  The  Kiev  regime’s  air  arm  has  suffered  major  losses  since  the  start  of  the
special military operation (SMO), with its airbases either destroyed or damaged beyond
repair by Russian long-range precision strikes.

The  White  House  Goes  Rogue:  “The  Government’s  Definition  of  a  “Bad”  Guy”.  Secret
Surveillance  Program  Breaks  All  the  Laws

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, November 30, 2023

The government wants us to believe that we have nothing to fear from its mass spying
programs as long as we’ve done nothing wrong. Don’t believe it. It doesn’t matter whether
you  obey  every  law.  The  government’s  definition  of  a  “bad”  guy  is  extraordinarily  broad,
and it  results  in  the  warrantless  surveillance of  innocent,  law-abiding Americans  on a
staggering scale.
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Fake Obituaries Are Being Created to Taint “Died Suddenly” Reporting. Dr. William Makis

By Dr. William Makis, November 30, 2023

Social media influencer Samara Maloney died unexpectedly from a brain aneurysm on Nov.
7, 2023. There are many fake obituaries regarding her death, claiming car accident.

New York Just Made It Legal to Quarantine and Isolate Citizens Indefinitely

By Mike Gunzelman, November 30, 2023

A New York Appellate Court has just upheld Governor Kathy Hochul and the State’s appeal
that the government should have the authority to isolate and / or quarantine anyone with a
highly contagious disease.

“Mr. President, Tap the Brakes”: 3,900 Auto Dealers Warn EV Demand Crumbling

By Zero Hedge, November 30, 2023

Data from Bankrate indicates that interest rates for new auto loans with a 60-month term
have reached their highest point since the Dot Com bust era. Additionally, the soaring prices
of  new electric  vehicles  pose a  significant  affordability  challenge for  the  average working-
class American.
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